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Trump Likes Nukes, 
But Is It Too Late?
By Andrea Jennetta, Publisher

I know: you’re expecting me to publish an epic 
hate rant about U.S. president elect Donald 
Trump. 

But I’m not. In fact, regardless of the election’s 
outcome, my plan all along for this week’s Buzz 
was to simply talk about what might happen 
to the nuclear during the next four years. That 
hasn’t changed.
 
As everyone knows, Republicans and 
conservatives like the nuclear.

While he is an exception to many things, 
in this U.S. president elect Donald Trump 
does, too. But he likes fossil fuels more. So do 
Republicans. He rejects climate change. So do 
Republicans.

So is the U.S. nuclear industry better off today 
than it was on Nov. 7, 2016? Nope.

The big winner is methane. Whether it’s taking 
up the slack for shuttered coal-fired and nuclear 
plants, or providing a back stop to unreliables, 
methane is always there. And it’s cheap. That’s 
why methane always come out on top.

Now, it could be that, given the new 
administration and the Republican 
controlled Congress, federal production 
and investment tax credits for solar and 
wind will be axed forthwith.

NuGen, Horizon Say Project Strike 
Prices Will Be Lower than Hinkley’s
By Roger Murray, Global Correspondent

U.K. nuclear developers provided more information about their plans, including 
financing options, in oral evidence to a Nov. 1 House of Lords economic affairs 
committee inquiry on the economics of U.K. energy policy. 

The main points made by EDF Energy executives tried to dispel what they 
termed “the myths” surrounding Hinkley Point C’s economics.

CEO Vincent de Rivaz, nuclear new build managing director Humphrey 
Cadoux-Hudson and strategy/corporate affairs director Paul Spence stressed 
that the fixed 35-year £92.50 ($114.70) strike price agreed in 2013 with the 
government for electricity generated by HPC had not escalated.

They also emphasized that project financing was already in place, the cost of 
alternative energy sources would not be lower for consumers and that the delay 
to the Flamanville project in France was not relevant to how Hinkley would be 
built.

Both NuGeneration and Horizon Nuclear Power, the developers of the 
Moorside and Wylfa Newydd power stations, respectively, expect to negotiate 
lower strike prices for their projects than the one agreed for HPC. 

Another difference highlighted by NuGen and Horizon executives is that both 
projects will be financed by private investors, not the British government. 

This contrasts to the Hinkley C project which is being 66% funded by EDF 
Energy’s parent company, the state-owned Électricité de France, in a joint 
venture with state-owned China General Nuclear, who will provide the balance. 

Toshiba and French company Engie jointly-owned NuGen, which plans to 
build a 3.8 GWe nuclear power plant at Moorside in West Cumbria, deploying 
up to three Westinghouse AP1000s. 

Hitachi-owned HNP intends to construct 5.4 GWe at both Wylfa in Wales 
and Oldbury in southwest England, using Hitachi-GE’s ABWR design.
see NuGen, Horizon on page 8
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Uranium Prices  
Term: December 2016 
cob November 9, 2016

Said free money swindles were extended in December 2015, via a 
consolidated appropriations act, through at least 2019, depending 
on when the construction of projects started and other factors.

I will certainly rejoice if that happens.

However, there are plenty of state laws that offer similar such 
tax credits. Perhaps those in which the executive and legislative 
branches are now Republican controlled will be emboldened and 
likewise axe them.

Again, I will happily dance in the streets (but not naked) if that 
happens.

As an added bonus, it’s possible the Keystone XL Pipeline will be 
back on the table. For the record, I supported it—especially as it 
was essentially going to replace an existing part of the existing 
Keystone pipeline and be shorter. We are never not going to need 
oil and Canada isn’t Mexico.

But coal is evil. It is dirty and inefficient. Whatever you think 
about climate change, photos of Beijing and other parts of the 
world don’t lie. 

Nevertheless, it is now off life support and possibly being moved 
from the ICU, where no one was on duty anyway because of 
budget cuts, and into a high dependency unit or general ward.

In fact, there can be no doubt that the Obama administration’s 
entire clean air plan is a yuge target, and will be an early victim of 
the new administration.

But there are ongoing lawsuits against the clean air plan. There 
will be lawsuits when (not if) the various unreliables tax credits 
are killed. There are statutes and regulations that will have to be 
amended, especially those involving taxes. Same thing goes for 
the states.

Moreover, there are billions of dollars at stake. Impacted 
businesses aren’t just going to roll over, even if they love the new 
world order. 

Let’s not forget that methane and unreliables have been making 
beautiful music together for decades.

In short, it will take years for policy changes made during the 
Trump years to bear energy fruit. 

And it will be too late to save reactors from the killing blows of 

dysfunctional electricity markets, unless states act now to include 
nuclear as zero emissions so utility operators reactors can get 
some of the free money, à la New York state.

Nowhere is this more painfully clear than in Ohio, where 
FirstEnergy said last week it could sell off its entire generation 
business and become a 100% regulated entity because it is losing 
boatloads of money. 

The utility’s credit rating is on the verge of being downgraded. If 
that happens, the $515 million in debt coming due in 2018 can’t 
be refinanced. It could file for bankruptcy and reorganize.

In addition to its three nuclear plants, Davis-Besse, Perry and the 
Beaver Valley, the generating assets include six methane and 4 
coal plants.

Duke has already sold its Ohio power plant assets, and AEP is 
also looking at getting out of the competitive generation market. 

Meanwhile, FirstEnergy has tried twice to get relief from Ohio 
utility commissioners, but federal electricity regulators have shot 
down both attempts. 

And the state is unwilling to budge on key provisions that would 
have helped FirstEnergy to get better prices.

Trump can’t save this situation.

But he and the GOP-led Congress can certainly put Yucca 
Mountain back in play. That alone is cause for celebration. He can 
certainly gut the evil DOE’s efficiency and unreliables budgets, 
shifting those resources to the Office of Nuclear Energy for more 
funding for SMRs and advanced reactor development.

My hunch is that while he’ll be less than sympathetic to the 

http://www.evomarkets.com
http://new.evomarkets.com/pdf_documents/EvolutionMarketsIncDataDisclaimer.pdf
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cleanup mission, at the end of the day those programs will 
probably get more money, too. Those sites are located in places 
that voted him into office.

With respect to uranium, well, I have no doubt he’ll kill the EPA’s 
preposterous groundwater regulations that required miners 

to monitor ISR sites after reclamation in perpetuity, because 
“something” “might” “happen.”

But Trump can’t fix the price. As always, Uraniumland (and 
nuclear) is on its own. •

BKY Secures Financing for 
Salamanca Development, 
Despite U3O8 Price Outlook
By Roger Murray, Global Correspondent

Berkeley Resources (AIM/ASX:BKY) has taken a big step forward 
in securing the funds needed for construction of its 100%-owned 
Salamanca project in west-central Spain (FCW #683, Nov. 3). 

The firm announced on Nov. 4 it had raised approximately $30 
million before expenses from a share placement with existing 
and institutional shareholders. 

Apart from Paladin Energy and Namibia’s Langer Heinrich mine, 
no other junior outside the U.S. has successfully raised finance 
for the development of a new uranium mine in the past decade. 

Commenting on the successful completion of the placing, BKY 
managing director Paul Atherley, said: “We are delighted with 
the strong institutional support for this financing which allows 
us to accelerate the development of the Salamanca mine.” 

He noted: “The placing has been heavily oversubscribed by 
London based blue chip generalist institutions who will dominate 
the register once settlement completes.”

Atherley added: “This successful financing is a positive 
endorsement of the Salamanca project, a $100 million project 
that will be Europe’s only major uranium mine and one of the 
world’s biggest producers. We are extremely encouraged by the 
ongoing strong local support for the project and in return we 
continue to be absolutely committed to the rejuvenation of the 
local community.”

He confirmed that Salamanca “will revitalize a region badly hit 
by long term unemployment, creating over 450 full time jobs and 

2,000 indirect ones once in full production.”  

Construction Begins Early 2017
Regular shareholder updates will continue as the firm proceeds 
with “construction of the crushing circuit and other facilities 
associated with the main construction early next year.” 

The definitive feasibility study published in July showed that 
Salamanca, with an NPV of over $530 million, will produce 4.4 
million pounds (1,996 tonnes) U3O8 per year during steady state 
production at a C1 cash cost of $15.39 per pound. 

First production is anticipated to commence in 2018.

Other positive news flow is expected to include further offtake 
agreements for the sale of uranium to be produced at Salamanca. 

In September BKY announced that it had signed a letter of intent 
to supply commodity trading firm Interalloys Trading for the 
first million pounds U3O8 of output (FCW #677, Sept. 22).

Proactive Investors noted that the average sale price under this 
contract was expected to be around $41 per pound once finalized, 
although broker Shore Capital thinks it might end being lower 
than that. 

Shore’s Yuen Low commented: “The spot price at the time was 
US$24.88/lb, whereas spot is now US$18.75/lb, so we would not 
be surprised to see a price in the US$30/lb region in the finalized 
offtake contract.”

Low added that Salamanca’s economics will “remain attractive” 
even if the price falls to around $30, while the project has the 
potential to yield much better figures. 

“We reiterate our belief that there is good potential for significant 
‘near-mine’ Zona 7-style discoveries (and indeed, depth and 
strike extensions of Zona 7 itself), which could see costs fall and 
project economics improve further.”
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Share Placement Details
The placement is to be completed in two tranches, comprising 
35.7 million new ordinary shares to raise some $20 million before 
costs under ASX listing rules and 17.9 million new shares to raise 
some $10 million. The latter will be issued following shareholder 
approval at a general meeting to be held around mid-December. 

Application will be made to the London Stock Exchange for the 
35.7 million firm placing shares to be admitted to trading on its 
junior board, the Alternative Investment Market, expected on or 
around Nov. 9. 

A similar application will be made for them to be traded on the 
Australian Securities Exchange, expected within two business 
days of first admission on AIM. Subject to shareholder approval, 
Berkeley will also apply for AIM admission of the 17.9 million 
conditional placement shares, expected around Dec. 16, followed 
by listing on the ASX.  

Both placement share categories represent about 26.7% of the 
existing ordinary shares in issue and 21.1% of the enlarged 
share capital after listing. The total number of issued shares will 
increase to 236.4 million. •

BMN Raises A$4M, As Phase
6 of Etango Demo Underway 
By Roger Murray, Global Correspondent

Bannerman Resources (ASX:BMN) is raising an additional A$4 
million ($3.1 million) from a share placement to institutional and 
retail investors, including its major existing investor Resource 
Capital Fund VI (RCF). 

The firm, which has been successfully conducting a heap leach 
demonstration plan testing program at its 100%-owned Etango 
project in Namibia, has received commitments for the purchase 
of 133.3 million new shares priced at A$0.03 ($0.02) each. 

This represents a 15% discount to the 15-day trading volume 
weighted average price up to Oct. 25.

This is an excellent result for the company, given that the 
placement came at a time the uranium spot price has sunk to a 
12-year low. 

In an Oct. 28 market update, Bannerman said that the proceeds, 
together with an existing cash reserve balance of A$1.2 million 
($1 million), will be primarily used for internal and external 
engineering designed to assess and quantify further opportunities 
to reduce project operating and capital cost estimates identified 
by the heap leach testing. 

CEO Brandon Munro commented: “We are delighted with 
the strength of the response to our placement offering. It is a 
testament to the quality of the Etango project and its outstanding 
positioning to capitalize in an expected rebound in uranium 
prices over coming years.”

The placement is being completed in two tranches. Initially, 116.6 
million shares were issued for scheduled settlement on Nov. 2. 

The remaining 16.7 million new shares are being bought by 
RCF, and this requires shareholder approval at an extraordinary 
general meeting which Bannerman said will be held as soon as 
practicable.

In a recently-published quarterly activities report to Sept. 30, 
Bannerman said that the consistency of the demo plant phase 
five results had delivered the potential for substantial capital and 
operating cost savings. 

They had also further affirmed the robustness of the definitive feasi-
bility study process inputs and Etango’s relatively low technical risk.

The phase six test extension to refine crushing and binder cost 
reduction opportunities is now underway. 

To raise further funds, a sale and lease-back arrangement has 
been reached for its Swakopmund office, expected to net “in 
excess” of A$500,000 ($400,000) this quarter.

BEE Complexities, Economic Realities
The mandate given to Rand Merchant Bank to identify Namibian 
investors for a minority equity holding was a response to 
conditions attached by the Ministry of Mines and Energy to 
the standard terms for a renewal of Bannerman’s exclusive 
exploration license to April 2017 it approved in July (FCW #682, 
Oct. 27).  

The conditions stipulated that Bannerman must submit a proposal 
for local Namibian ownership (5% equity), the employment of 
historically disadvantaged Namibians and a broader corporate 
social responsibility plan. 
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It should be noted that these conditions are specific to the renewal 
terms of Bannerman’s EPL and are different to those that may 
be imposed under the government’s proposed black economic 
empowerment (BEE) law.

The initial draft bill published last January for the so-called New 
Equitable Economic Empowerment Framework provides for 
the transfer of a minimum 25% equity stake in both local and 
foreign-registered private firms to BEE entities and individuals 
under still to be determined financing arrangements. 

But this 25% equity threshold may be reduced in the final version, 
following strong criticism expressed by local firms and business 
groups. Foreign investors have said little in public but have made 
representations at the highest level directly to President Hage 
Geingob.

They are understood to have accepted the principle of more 
equitable ownership while conveying their misgivings that existing 
proposals risk diverting available cash from local investments into 
complex financial structures to accommodate BEE. 

Not only that, but Namibia’s Finance Minister Calle Schlettwein 
was obliged to announce substantial public spending cuts for this 
fiscal year and next in a mid-year budget review last week, due to 
a slump in revenue collection and ballooning deficit. 

This was partly due to the adverse impact of weak commodity 
prices on corporate profits. 

After two years of high foreign investment inflows to fund 
construction of the Husab uranium mine, plus new gold and 
copper mines, this has now tailed off sharply. •

May Cabinet Confirms £20M 
For New Innovation Program
By Roger Murray, Global Correspondent

In the first major commitment to funding of nuclear research by 
Prime Minister Teresa May’s government, the new Department 
of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has confirmed 
that £20 million ($25 million) is to be allocated for the initial 
phase of a new nuclear research and innovation program. 

The program takes forward previously published proposals by 
the Nuclear Innovation Research Advisory Board (Nirab).

In a Nov. 3 statement, BEIS said the money would go to five 
sectors during 2016-18: advanced nuclear fuel, materials 
and manufacture, reactor design, advanced recycling and 
enhancement of the government’s knowledge basis for future 
nuclear sector decision making.

The new funding will form part of a wider government 
commitment to doubling the country’s energy innovation spend 
to over £400 million ($498 million) per year by 2021.

Nirab chairperson Sue Ion described the new funding as “a 
significant step forward for the U.K. in our drive to be a leading 
nation at the forefront of nuclear research.” 

She added that the research into new fuel, advanced manufactur-
ing, reactor design, improved recycling processes and strategic 
tools aligns with Nirab’s recommendations and will “plug gaps in 
the UK’s current activity.” 

SMR Development
In last November’s public spending review the administration 
pledged to invest at least £250 million ($560 million) over the 
next five years in nuclear research and development, including 
a competition to identify the best value SMR design for the U.K. 

The next statement is due to be announced on Nov. 23 by new 
finance minister Phillip Hammond.

The first phase of that competition, a call for initial expressions of 
interest, was launched in March, with an SMR delivery roadmap 
due to be published by the year-end. 

Last month, Rolls-Royce announced a submission to BEIS 
outlining its plan to develop a 7 GWe fleet of SMRs with its 
consortium. Other participants in Britain’s SMR competition 
include EDF Energy in partnership with China National Nuclear 
Corp., Westinghouse Electric Co. and NuScale Power.

NuScale executive Tom Mundy said his company welcomed 
the government’s “continued commitment to nuclear innova-
tion and interest in the development of small modular reactor 
technology.” 
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He added: “We look forward to the progression of the 
government’s competition.”

Industrial Strategy
Chiming in with this, the U.K. Nuclear Industry Association 
(NIA) has urged the administration to make nuclear a driving 
force for industrial strategy. 

The NIA said in a Nov. 7 statement that its new submission 
called on the government “to work with industry to ensure the 
industrial strategy has energy infrastructure front and center.”

The trade group highlighted what it termed a “massive industrial, 
economic and export potential” that can come from a focus on 
low-carbon nuclear power to replace retiring power stations, 
reduce emissions and improve energy security. 

Combining business, energy and industrial strategy in the 
new BEIS department is “a good start,” it said, “but strategy 
policy now needs to focus on providing the framework for the 
U.K.’s industrial base to maximize the opportunities to drive 
jobs, growth and exports in low carbon energy infrastructure, 
including interest in small modular reactors.”

The NIA wants to government action in four areas:

•	 The SMR delivery roadmap to be released as soon as possible, 
so industry can capitalize on increasing international interest 
and for the U.K. to benefit from the supply chain and 
intellectual property developed;

•	 Clarity following Britain’s decision to exit the EU, to provide 
investors in key infrastructure developments “the confidence 
that a stable policy framework will be maintained to deliver 
vital new projects that promote growth;”

•	 Assurance that the current levy control framework, or 
successor mechanism, is set for the period beyond the current 
2020-21 funding cap, to accommodate strike prices agreed 
for further low-carbon energy infrastructure, including the 
planned Moorside and Wylfa Newydd power plants; and

•	 Sustained and predictable funding for decommissioning the 
nuclear legacy, and maintaining progress made in recent 
years, while promoting the country’s advanced supply chain 
and decommissioning expertise in export markets.

NIA chief executive Tom Greatrex commented: “There is a 
huge opportunity for the U.K. supply chain to help deliver vital 
new low-carbon nuclear infrastructure with the right industrial 
strategy and policy framework.” •

New Report: Staged Approach, 
Milestones Key to Financing 
Advanced Reactor Build
By Rod Adams, Columnist

The Partnership for Global Security (PGS) and the Nuclear 
Energy Institute (NEI) have joined forces to review advanced 
reactor development with a project called the Global Nexus 
Initiative (GNI). The most recent result of their partnership is 
“A Framework for Advanced Nuclear Reactor Deployment” 
dated September 2016. The report is the consolidated output and 
recommendations from a GNI workshop held in February 2016.

Even after the effort to coordinate the document and obtain con-
sensus, the report introduction noted three areas where disagree-
ments could not be completely resolved. 

Some group members advocated a new regulatory system for 

advanced reactors while most agreed that an aggressive effort 
to evolve appropriate rules from the existing licensing structure 
would be a better approach. 

Most members concluded that advanced reactors should not pur-
posefully add to the world’s inventory of plutonium and should 
not be based on building up a separated plutonium stockpile. 
Others remained convinced that plutonium concerns related to 
weapons proliferation could be addressed via technical means.

A consensus emerged for the market to decide on eventual win-
ners and losers, but members also voiced concerns that there isn’t 
a mature market for the technologies at this point and that there 
needs to be some kind of purposeful selection process to prevent 
an overwhelming array of immature choices.

The report release was accompanied by a press conference held 
Nov. 3. The event featured summary statements by the follow-
ing representatives from organizations that participated in the 
workshop: Ken Luongo, PGS; Everett Redmond, NEI; Armond 
Cohen, Clean Air Task Force; and Todd Allen, Third Way The 

http://globalnexusinitiative.org/results/policy-memo-2-findings-and-recommendations-2/
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event was streamed lived via YouTube and archived for future 
viewing on demand. 

The participants in the initiative recognized that nuclear energy 
must play an increasing role in the global energy supply system if 
the world is to have any hope of meeting challenging CO2 emis-
sions reductions goals while achieving needed economic devel-
opment, especially in regions where there is no current access to 
reliable power sources of any kind.

Unlike the existing generation of large, mostly light water re-
actors, advanced reactors and small modular reactors offer the 
potential to enable nuclear energy to penetrate market sectors 
where it is currently absent. 

A variety of smaller systems will provide flexibility both in con-
struction and planning lead times and in routine operation. Ad-
vanced reactors using technologies other than light water cool-
ing and saturated steam secondary systems offer the potential for 
atomic energy to provide industrial process heat and transporta-
tion. 

Governments will play a smaller role in the future of nuclear en-
ergy development than they did in the past, but there are still 
government interests in energy security, material security and 
overall safety. Some of the development efforts will require ex-
penditures that are beyond the current capability of the mostly 
small, forward-leaning developer organizations. 

Uncertainty Must Be Controlled
There appears to be a strong case for public-private partnerships 
to share costs, but there is also the potential for supportive gov-
ernment actions that lower everyone’s final costs without provid-
ing direct funds to selected development partners.

As has been noted by other groups who have looked hard at the 
challenges of developing advanced reactors, the report recom-
mends that the existing regulatory process be modified from 
what appears to investors to be an expensive, risky, long term 
decision to enter into a process that ends with either a yes or no 
on a schedule that cannot be controlled with a cost that is also 
subject to huge variations.

Instead, the report recommends that a phased approach with 
firm milestones be developed from the current review plan. With 
predetermined milestones, the regulatory review would be more 
amenable to the kind of staged financing that has been proven to 
work in many high risk projects funded by venture capital.

Achievement of established milestones would allow a develop-
ment group to return to the market for the next, substantially 
larger stage of capital infusions. As more milestones are met, the 
uncertainty premiums should shrink and allow participation 
from an ever larger universe of interested investors.

The report authors recognized the importance of operational 
testing of complete products as an important stage in developing 
an expansive market. The universe of potential customers that 
are both capable of and willing to be the first buyer of untested 
equipment is exceedingly small. 

Sense of Urgency Needed
The report conveys a sense of urgency and cautions about the 
risk of not acting. Without the contributions of nuclear energy, 
the likelihood of meeting emissions targets is low. Current trends 
are in the wrong direction, with numerous plants being shut-
down years to decades before the end of their potential lives.

Those early retirements make achieving climate goals even more 
challenging and also raise significant concerns among potential 
investors and political supporters. It is perfectly logical for people 
to question the need for advanced reactors, especially small ad-
vanced reactors in an economic situation where fully completed 
and licensed reactors are being prematurely closed.

During the press conference Q&A, the speakers estimated that 
the government expenditures for a successful program should be 
on the order of $2 billion per year. Compared to the existing En-
ergy Department budget for the Office of Nuclear Energy, which 
is less than $1 billion for everything it does, including operat-
ing the Idaho National Laboratory and paying for some legacy 
cleanup efforts, that sounds like a big number.

Compared to the $5 billion per year in federal expenditures for 
subsidizing the construction of wind turbines and solar panels, 
a $2 billion per year investment in enabling advanced nuclear 
energy seems affordable.

In response to a question posed by FCW, the speakers acknowl-
edged that there is a pressing need to review and revise the ex-
port control regime because all of the advanced reactor efforts 
underway in the U.S. include a global marketing focus.

Support for Enrichment Up to 20%
When asked about the implications of advanced reactors that 
use enrichment levels greater than 5%, NEI’s Everett Redmond 
said that there are safeguards and processes in place already that 

https://youtu.be/A_8nO23fT2o
https://youtu.be/A_8nO23fT2o
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allow safe handling of materials up to 20% enriched. The report 
recommends avoiding use of any higher enrichment levels.

Towards the end of the event, an online attendee asked if there 
were congressional champions supporting and advocating the 
role of advanced nuclear energy as a clean power source. That 
question enabled the participants to describe the impressively 
wide range of supporters in Congress who are increasingly vocal 
about nuclear energy. 

Some of those supporters have already added actions to words. 
The sense of the panel was that nuclear energy seems to be a rare 

area where people from diverse viewpoints and ideologies can 
come to agreement on actions, even if they are arriving from very 
different vectors. 

The most environmentally focused are waking up to the impor-
tant role that nuclear energy is capable of playing in addressing 
pollution and CO2 emissions. The most ardent and skeptical 
hawks are recognizing the value of job creation, industrial exper-
tise and energy independence it offers.

Nuclear energy has the potential to be an issue that unites and 
begins the process of healing our bipartisan divisions. •

continued from NuGen, Horizon on page 1
NuGen CEO Tom Samson told the committee that NuGen is 
still in the development phase and is hoping to have engineering, 
procurement and construction estimates for the complete project 
in the early part of next year. 

But given Moorside’s rough cost of £13-15 billion ($16-19 
billion), “our aspiration and goal is to deliver a strike price that›s 
less than Hinkley,» Samson said.

HNP business development director David Stearns said: “Hitachi 
has spent north of £1.5 billion ($1.9 billion) on development, 
engineering and preliminary site works to ascertain what those 
costings are most likely to be on a full build-out basis and 
commercial operations by 2025. 

He added: “We have four operating ABWRs that have been 
built on time and to budget in Japan, and one of those plants, 
Kashiwazaki-Kariwa 6, is our reference plant.”

The HPC executive continued: “At this point we don›t have a 
number, [but] we believe it will certainly be less than Hinkley, 
and I say that as well from a strike price perspective.”

Lukewarm Reaction to Government Help
Asked whether a private financing model was appropriate, given 
that the government could borrow at lower rates than a private 
company could, Samson said government could take a role “in 
some of the enabling infrastructure.” 

But he added that this would be “a departure from an existing 

proven model, which is to put the risk into the companies that 
are going to be required to deliver the project.”

Asked also if NuGen would follow EDF Energy in looking to 
secure government guaranteed bonds, Samson said: “For us the 
financing challenge is quite unique. We need to build on the 
technology experience and delivery capability of our consortium, 
with Westinghouse and Toshiba, and look at ways of, if possible, 
attracting debt and share that funding burden with sources of 
capital that might be willing to provide loans or investments 
against the technology of this nature.”

He further stated: “NuGen’s owners are two private based 
companies and we expect more private based equity, but I would 
hate to rule out any source of capital, investment, debt or loan to 
the project at this stage…Government is an essential stakeholder 
in any nuclear project.

“You’ve got to have a deal structure that is bankable if you’ve 
going to look for debt,” Samson continued. “And that requires you 
to have a contracting structure in place with an EPC consortium 
that you can allocate some risk to and hold them accountable to 
deliver against.

Stearns told the committee: “I don’t see the government’s role 
in energy projects as naturally being that of a developer of the 
daily heavy lifting of choosing technology, driving it through 
regulation, raising all of the financing and the public sector 
taking all of the risk…The model we have here in the U.K. is 
quite advanced and leaves quite a material amount of risk with 
the developer.” •
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Global
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AREVA shareholders have approved the divesting of its assets to 
a new holding company, currently known as New Co, including 
the transfer of nuclear fuel cycle operations and bond debt. 

In July 2015, Électricité de France and AREVA had 
announced the signing of a memorandum of 
understanding setting out the principal terms 
and conditions under which the former would 
to take up a majority stake in the latter’s reactor 
business, AREVA NP. 

The reactor operations being sold have since 
been transferred to a 100%-owned AREVA NP 
subsidiary, known as New NP. 

Discussions between AREVA and EDF are continuing for the 
signature of a binding agreement for the sale of New NP and for 
third party investors to acquire an interest in NewCo.

The South African cabinet formally confirmed on Nov. 3 
that state-owned utility Eskom will be responsible for the 
procurement, ownership and operation of nuclear power plants 
under the country’s nuclear new build program. 

In addition, the South African Nuclear Energy Corp. (Necsa) 
was appointed as “owner operator and procurer for nuclear fuel 
cycle and multi-purpose reactor.” 

The cabinet also announced that the national Integrated Energy 
Plan would be published for public discussion and consultation 
on both the “base case and assumptions,” as part of an update 
process. 

Energy planning is currently based on the 2010 version of the 
IRP, which proposed the introduction of 9.6 GWe of new nuclear 
by 2030. 

However, Eskom group executive for generation Matshela 
Koko said construction would proceed on an incremental basis, 
starting with two reactors for a combined capacity of 2.4 to 3.2 
GWe.

But Eskom’s management capacity has been thrown into fresh 
doubt with CEO Brian Molefe stating he is “weighing his 
options” following the release of a public prosecutor report at 
the start of the month which realizes serious questions about his 
role in facilitating a coal mining deal linked to the controversial 
Gupta family. 

The report by former public protector Thuli Madonsela covers 
wide areas of alleged corruption, some involving the Guptas who 
are close associates of President Jacob Zuma. 

It highlights numerous telephone calls between Molefe 
and the Guptas during August 2015 to March 2016 

and concludes that the sole purpose of awarding 
an Eskom power station coal supply contract to 
the Tegeta mining firm was to enable it to buy 
up a company owned by global resources giant 
Glencore. 

Kivalliq Energy Corp. (TSX-V:KIV) president Jeff 
Ward says the firm is excited that results from its 2016 

summer exploration (trenching) program at the Yat and 
Dipole targets on its wholly-owned Angilak project in Canada’s 
Nunavut Territory “had confirmed that high grade precious 
metal and uranium values from earlier programs are linked to 
local bedrock occurrences.” 

In a Nov. 8 market update, Ward added: “Furthermore, soil 
sampling around the recent Dipole uranium discovery extended 
uranium anomalies to over 3.5 km, thereby giving high grade 
zones drilled at Dipole significant strike potential.” 

A strong uranium in soil anomaly has been defined along a strike 
length of 0.6 km over a conductive trend parallel to the Dipole 
structure and 1.5-2.1 km northeast of the high grade uranium 
values drilled in 2015. 

At Yat, a pronounced uranium in soil anomaly has been 
defined along a strike length of 1.6 km coincident to the Yat 
electromagnetic conductor. 

Mineral occurrences at Yat locally comprise a 100 meter long 
string of sulphide-bearing radioactive subcrops and historic pits 
in basin conglomerate and sandstone. 

Western Uranium Corp. (CSE:WUC) has signed a letter of 
intent with private investor group Pinon Ridge Corp. to use its 
ablation technology to produce uranium and vanadium at the 
latter’s Pinon Ridge mill site in Colorado. 

Under the LOI all ore produced by Western’s regional mines 
would be processed at a mill using a combination of ablation and 
traditional milling techniques. 
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The signature of a definitive agreement is anticipated by next 
March. Pinon Ridge Corp. is a private investor group founded by 
Western president and CEO George Glasier with Baobab Asset 
Management. 

Its Pinon Ridge Resources Corp. subsidiary holds a radioactive 
license for the proposed mill. The entire Pinon Ridge project was 
sold to the group by Energy Fuels in 2014. 

Ablation is being commercialized by Western subsidiary Black 
Range Minerals; the process is viewed as particularly applicable 
to sandstone-hosted uranium deposits. 

It involves using mechanical processes to separate uranium 
minerals that form a patina on individual grains of host rock. 
The material is then screened to collect a high-grade ore product 
that can be milled to produce U3O8.

The technology is currently being assessed by the Colorado 
Department of Public Health and the Environment. As an 
Agreement State, Colorado is directly responsible for regulating 
uranium recovery operations rather than that function being 
performed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Evaluation 
began in July 2015, prior to Black Range’s acquisition by Western 
in September. 

Western said the NRC had now provided Colorado with an 
advisory opinion recommending that the technology, when 
used at a conventional uranium mill, should be regulated as a 
“milling” operation. 

Although Western said its legal counsel did not agree with NRC’s 
opinion, the firm noted the NRC recognized that “exemptions to 
certain milling regulatory requirements could be appropriate due 
to the benign nature of non-uranium bearing sands produced 
after ablation is completed.” 

Glasier said that Western now has some regulatory certainty as 
to how it must proceed “to fully leverage the multiple potential 
applications of this technology.” 

He added: “Western is now in a position to construct a 
development plan to move forward with its envisioned 
commercial operations.” 

Centrus Energy Corp. (NYSE MKT:LEU) reported a net loss of 
$41.3 million, or $4.54 per share, for Q3. This compared to a net 
loss of $55.1 million, or $6.05 per share, a year ago. 

Year-to-date, the company has lost $58.8 million, or $6.46 per 
share, an improvement over 2015’s net loss of $85.6 million.

President and CEO Dan Poneman said Centrus is “on track to 
meet our sales volume and revenue guidance for 2016,” with a 
large percentage of customer deliveries occurring in Q4 when 
40% of revenue will be generated.

Centrus said it expects 2016 SWU and uranium revenue in 
a range of $250 million to $275 million and total revenue in a 
range of $275 million to $300 million.  •
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